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i love the film parineeta a lot. the director manish jha and the cast did a really good job. the story is
simple but has some really strong points. the music is very good in the film. the entire film has got

me hooked on. i definitely recommend you to watch this film. the film will surely be your next
favorite movie. parineeta is the name of the movie, which has been directed by manish jha. the film

is about a girl who was the only child of her mother. the mother died of a heart attack when
parineeta was just three years old. the girl was raised by her grandmother. she is a very beautiful

girl and the father of the girl is a very rich businessman. as a result of which the girl gets an
excellent education. the girl is very smart and gets a b.tech degree. the girl gets married and has a

happy married life with her husband and the girl has a baby. the girl is very mature and realizes that
the husband of her is not a good person. the girl becomes a big problem for the husband of her. the

husband goes to jail for a robbery and the girl leaves the husband. the husband of the girl gets
released from jail. the girl tells the husband that she wants to go back home and stay at her

mother's house. but the husband tells her that he loves her and wants to stay with her. the girl
decides to stay with her husband and does not go back to her mother's house. parineeta is a 2005

hindi film directed by manish jha. the film stars vidya balan, saif ali khan, sanjay dutt and sonali
bendre in the lead roles. the film has been a blockbuster and earned considerable profits. the songs

of the film have been widely appreciated and acclaimed. 5ec8ef588b
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